Grandpa: Look, Tracey. I found this box in the garage. Look what's inside it!

Tracey: Oh, wow, Grandpa! That looks like an original yo-yo.

Grandpa: Well, no, it's not an original. After I opened the box and looked inside, I did some research on the Internet. I found that the first yo-yos came out in 1928. I had this one when I was in college. That was in the sixties. They were really popular in the U.S. in the sixties.

Tracey: Oh, cool, and you have a Frisbee, too.

Grandpa: Frisbees first appeared in...uh...1948, and they started being really popular in the fifties. I had this one when I was in high school.

Tracey: Hm, frisbees are still popular. I have one.

Grandpa: Oh, oh, oh, look at this. Do you...do you know what it is?

Tracey: Uh...I'm not sure.

Grandpa: It's a hula hoop. The first ones came out in...ah...1957. They were really popular with little kids and teenagers in the sixties. Ah, and here's your dad's old skateboard. Ha-ha. Skateboards were invented in 1959, but they didn't really get popular until the 1970s. You still see them a lot.

Tracey: Mm, yes, but it's mostly boys who ride skateboards.

Grandpa: Oh-ho, you're probably right. And I kept this cup as a souvenir. Look—it's from the first time I saw bubble tea, back in...1987. Bubble tea was really popular here in the nineties. You remember that?

Tracey: Yeah, sure. But you never see it now. How about this little character on my shirt? Do you know who she is?

Grandpa: Of course I know. That's Hello Kitty. The Japanese Sanrio company invented the character in 1974, and she was really popular in the eighties.

Tracey: Oh, she's still popular. But only with girls!

Grandpa: Ha-ha, I see that.

Tracey: How about that song? And the dance that people always did at parties. Mm, remember that?

Grandpa: W...w...what song?

Tracey: "Macarena"—you know...

Grandpa: Ha-ha.

Tracey: Duh—duh-duh-duh-duh-duh. I think I was three or four when it came out.

Grandpa: Oh, ha-ha, yeah. I remember that dance—the Macarena. It came out in 1995 and was popular for a couple of years.

Tracey: Then it went out of fashion.

Grandpa: Right. And what...what about that tiny electronic creature you had when you were little? Remember? You had to take care of it.

Tracey: Um...oh, my Tamagotchi. Y...you don't see them anymore.

Grandpa: Tamagotchi. Right. Here it is!

Tracey: Oh!

Grandpa: Now, they came out in...uh...1996 and were popular in the late nineties. And how about your Cabbage Patch Dolls, uh? Ha-ha. Oh, and...?